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The evolution of storage technology seems to be accelerating
faster than the speed of computer chips. When the 80286
was heralded as a technological advance over the 8088, a

cassette deck attached to a PC was considered a high-tech network
backup solution. Backup storage devices gradually grew larger and
more sophisticated until the advent of the
automated tape library, a few years later, just
about the time the 80486 was introduced. Now,
as gigahertz chips are scheduled to become
available, even more exciting breakthroughs
are on the horizon, such as NAS (Network
Attached Storage) and SAN (Storage Area
Network) technology, along with an attempt at
standardization called NDMP (Network Data
Management Protocol).

All of these storage advances are helping
sites keep pace with the rapidly growing
popularity of network computing today
and the huge amounts of mission-critical
data stored on various network platforms.
But what about network backup software?
It, too, has kept pace by evolving from a
simple, isolated program to a sophisticated distributed system
that is easy to administer centrally and capable of protecting
terabytes of data.

A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY

Back in what now seems to be ancient history, the mainframe
ruled. The PC was initially little more than a toy, and serious backup

was only done on big machines that did heavy-duty data processing.
Because of several technical breakthroughs, PCs gradually became
more and more powerful, especially when they were tied together
in a network that allowed them to share data and devices. 

While networks continued to grow, backup often remained informal
and haphazard. Individuals were responsi-
ble for backing up their own machines to a
floppy or cassette. Sometimes they even
had a small software program that managed
the backup for them and made it more effi-
cient. Gradually, the first backup programs
designed specifically for networks appeared.
Many of the techniques used, such as base
and incremental backup scheduling, had
been adapted from the mainframe.
However, backup image management posed
a far more difficult problem. Backup
devices for the network initially had a very
limited capacity, and software had to be
designed to manage two or more of these
devices, which were grouped at a centralized
backup server. Centralizing storage simplified

the physical monitoring of these limited capacity devices and the
loading and unloading of tapes, but this technique worked well
only for a short time.

DISTRIBUTED BACKUP PROVIDES A SOLUTION

Unfortunately for network administrators, the amount of data
held on networks didn't remain static. Growth rates of 30 percent
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to 40 percent a year were common, and
continued to accelerate, creating a new
problem: bandwidth.

Centralizing storage required that all the
data in a backup travel across the network to
the pool of backup devices, flooding the
network during backup processing and
straining network capacity. The bandwidth
problem was further complicated by the use
of mixed operating systems on the network
(UNIX, NetWare and later Windows NT)
and the increasing demand for 24x7 access,
which slowly eliminated the window dur-
ing which backup could safely monopolize
the network.

The first breakthrough solution to ever-
increasing data growth was the introduction
of distributed backup software. Distributed
backup was the first solution to work with
the strengths of network technology. Such
software allowed backup devices to be
connected to any machine on a network,
regardless of the operating system they
were running, while centralized control was
maintained. Meanwhile, storage device
capacity continued to increase, allowing
many sites to run nightly "lights out"
backups during which tape handling was
totally automated.

DATA GROWTH CONTINUES 
TO ACCELERATE

Distributed processing added a very
important advantage to network backup
software: flexibility. The ability to connect
devices where and when they are needed
across operating systems eliminated scalability
constraints. And such flexibility is impor-
tant as network data growth rates continue
to rise steadily. 

The next important hardware advance
was the automated tape library (ATL),
which has become a cost-effective solution
for many sites. Easily managed by distributed
backup software, these libraries can be
dedicated to the backup of large databases
or data warehouses. Alternatively, they can
be connected to network segments (subnets)
that allow data to be sent to storage devices
of any kind within the subnet without
affecting the overall traffic on the network
as a whole. Both distributed backup and the
subnet strategy are forerunners of SAN
technology, which will be described later in
this article.

In addition, automated libraries are now
priced competitively enough to allow them

to be purchased in pairs for redundancy.
Although initially the prospect of large
automated libraries might tempt a site to
return to centralized storage for backup,
such a strategy is dangerous. First of all, it
invites the return of the old problem of
bandwidth bottlenecks and unacceptable
scheduling restraints. In addition, automated
libraries have multiple read/write drives and
input/output ports but only one robotic control
unit. Although these robotic controls are
extremely reliable, they can fail, leaving a
network administrator unable to either back
up or restore data. They also must be shut
down for routine maintenance. For these
reasons, multiple libraries controlled centrally
by distributed backup software provide the
safest, most reliable solution. 

MULTI-HOSTING 

Because of its architectural flexibility, dis-
tributed backup software also lets automated
libraries take advantage of multi-hosting, a
strategy that can currently improve backup
performance and reduce bandwidth usage
while other, more complex and costly
strategies are being developed.

In multi-hosting, the distributed backup
software allows specific drives in an auto-
mated library to be connected to specific
servers using individual SCSI adapters.
Several servers can then stream data to a
single library directly, making the backup
job as a whole run much faster while reducing
network traffic. In addition, each server is,
in effect, connected locally, and data flows
to the tape library directly without passing
over the network.

However, with network growth rates up
to 100 percent per year and escalating,
demand for round-the-clock access, auto-
mated libraries and multi-hosting are not
enough. Fortunately, hardware break-
throughs are keeping pace. The newest
developments are NAS and SAN technology,
along with the advent of NDMP.

NAS AND NDMP

NAS devices are large dedicated file server
"appliances," which provide fast access and
high availability storage on a network to
both UNIX and Windows clients. Because
these devices (also called "filers") are not
connected in the usual way to the network,
that is, through a server, the appliances must
have their own abbreviated operating system.

To deal with the unique situation of com-
municating with an "appliance" that is nei-
ther a traditional "dumb" peripheral device
nor a server with a full operating system,
backup software developers and hardware
vendors are cooperating in the development
of NDMP. This new open network protocol
defines common functional interfaces
between a filer's operating system subset
and the backup software, allowing the backup
software to work with the filers. When the
backup software wants the filer to send data
to a storage device during the backup job, it
uses NDMP commands to make the request
to the filer. The filer then uses SCSI com-
mands to send the data to the storage device. 

Since distributed backup software is
designed to deal with heterogeneous devices
and operating systems, it is generally easier
to integrate these new definitions into a dis-
tributed backup system than into other
backup solutions.

SAN

Looking back, a natural progression from
distributed backup to subnetting to SAN tech-
nology seems obvious. Distributed processing
introduced the idea of unlimited flexibility into
network backup. A wide variety of storage
devices could suddenly be connected to a wide
variety of operating systems, yet everything
was controlled centrally. Subnetting added the
notion of physically segregating servers and
storage devices through special hardware con-
nections, allowing data to move within the
subnet for backup without increasing traffic on
the network as a whole. SAN technology has
all of these advantages and more.

A SAN is, in effect, a separate high-speed
network to which shared storage is attached.
Each server on the LAN is also connected to
the SAN, and those servers can be running
any one of a wide variety of operating sys-
tems. Also connected on the SAN can be any
number or type of file server or backup
device: automated libraries, RAID arrays, etc.
SAN technology promises to allow a network
administrator to purchase multiple devices
and, instead of attaching them to individual
servers, attach them (almost magically) to all
the servers on a network simultaneously.

THE ADVANTAGES OF SAN
TECHNOLOGY

SAN technology provides many advan-
tages, including redundancy and continuous
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access. For system administrators, it means
a wealth of scheduling options for their
backup jobs. Need to do maintenance
tonight on Device A, where you usually
store your backup images? Simply switch
the backup to Device B. Has Device C gone
down? No problem. Do your backups to
Device D today. Each server has easy access
to all the devices on the SAN as a common
pool of storage, yet all storage-related activity
is managed centrally.

In addition, SAN technology, which is
based on fibre channel connections instead
of SCSI, can shrink the time needed for
backup sharply, because fibre channel is
much faster. Even taking into account the

latest development work in the field, the
data transfer rate of fibre channel technology
remains about three times faster than SCSI
(1000 megabytes per second is promised
for fibre channel versus 320 megabytes
per second for Ultra320 SCSI). And all of
this high-speed data transfer from file
servers to backup devices takes place off
the primary network, which is freed up for
other applications.

An additional advantage for fibre channel
is that SCSI can only handle the SCSI pro-
tocol while fibre channel supports SCSI,
TCP/IP, VI, IPI, ESCON, HIPPI, and others. 

With the advent of SAN technology, the
future of network (and backup) processing

seems virtually unlimited. Direct high-
speed access to storage resources that are
available, but not restricted, to any server on
a network can perhaps finally satisfy the
need for limitless growth and constant
access that today's dynamic business climate
demands. And the flexibility and power of
distributed backup software will allow it to
protect the terabytes of data generated in
this new environment.  
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